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Abstract

The challenge-response technique is widely adapted for
authentication of portable communication systems. For
authentication the user can prove his/her identity via a
secret shared key. However, this implies that the server re-
quires secure storage and organization of a bulky database
for the shared keys of all users. Evidently, such a sensitive
and large database increases both maintenance loading
and security concerns due to malicious intruders. In this
study, a self-concealing mechanism was invented which
allows to discard the bulky database and create valuable
improvements for portable communication systems.
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1 Introduction

In currently deployed Portable Communication Systems
(PCS) such as GSM [5], DECT [4] and USDC [3], the
challenge-response technique [17] is applied for authenti-
cation. As a secret key is shared between the authenti-
cation server and the mobile user, the authentication can
be done by asking the mobile user to respond to the chal-
lenge sent by the server. Because only the user knowing
the secret key can give the expected response, the mo-
bile user can prove his/her identity to the authentication
server.

For its critical position in the communication systems,
authentication protocol designs draw a lot of attention
from researchers for security enhancement [9, 10, 13] or
efficiency improvement [2, 8, 14] of the current PCS net-
works. However, the challenge-response technique still
plays a core function in these protocols. Thus, a database
is absolutely required by the authentication server to
maintain the secret shared keys of all mobile stations.
Certainly, such a large database causes a high demand
for maintenance and becomes itself a target for hackers.
If the server is compromised, the security of the whole sys-
tem will be broken down due to the leakage of sensitive

information.

The concept of a self-concealing mechanism can be
used to eliminate the above mentioned problem. The
basic idea is that the secret shared key is concealed in
a warrant and distributed to the mobile user instead of
being stored in the authentication server. For security
reason, only the authentication server has the ability to
open the warrant and derive the secret shared key on-
line. Although some temporal storage is needed for the
on-line derivation, no large database is necessary in the
authentication server to store the sensitive secret shared
keys. Since the temporal storage will be eliminated imme-
diately after the on-line derivation process is terminated,
no security problems are involved for the temporal stor-
age. Therefore, the risk of hacker attacks and the cost of
server maintenance can both be reduced significantly.

In this approach, the shared secret is concealed by the
authentication server and only the authentication server
has the private key to open the shared secret. There-
fore, we named the new mechanism the self-concealing
approach.

The new concept initiates several positive changes.
First, the sensitive and large database can be dis-
carded. Consequently, this prevents hacker attacks to the
database and reduces maintenance demand for the server.
Second, the warrant can be used to guarantee the user’s
access rights, an issue is not addressed in the conventional
challenge-response scheme. Further, on the client’s side,
no additional computation cost is required.

In the next section, some widely deployed challenge-
response protocols are reviewed. The new challenge-
response scheme will be illustrated in Section 3. Compar-
isons between our scheme and the conventional challenge-
response protocols are made and discussed in Section 4.
Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
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2 Review of Some Important

Challenge-Response Based Pro-

tocols

Here, some widely deployed PCS such as GSM, DECT,
and USDC are surveyed and a generic model is con-
structed. To cope with generality, this paper applies a
three parties structure, the mobile station (MS), the base
station (BS), and the authentication server (AS) in the
core assumption.

2.1 GSM

In GSM, AS and MS share a secret key ki in advance.
The major concern is how BS authenticates MS via a
challenge-response technique.

First, AS randomly picks a challenge RAND and
computes the corresponding authenticator XRES =
A3(ki||RAND) for BS, where A3 is a one-way hash func-
tion and “||” denotes a concatenation operation. Then,
BS requests MS to respond to the challenge RAND. If the
response SRES from MS is the same as XRES received
from AS, MS can convince BS of its authenticity. Figure
1 shows the authentication process of GSM.

MS BS AS
IDi

IDi

XRES=A3(ki||RAND)
RAND, XRES

RAND

SRES=A3(ki||RAND)
SRES

SRES =? XRES

Figure 1: GSM authentication protocol

2.2 DECT

The authentication protocol of DECT is similar to the
GSM protocol. The major difference is that the role of
the secret key K is shared between AS and MS. Here, the
shared secret key K is not directly assigned to derive a
response, but to derive the key KS instead. KS is the
genuine key used to generate the corresponding response.
Regardless of the differences between the two underlying
one-way hash functions A11 and A12 and the source of
KS, the challenge-response scenario of the authentication
is the same as in GSM, as can be seen in Figure 2, where
RS and RAND F are random numbers generated by AS.

2.3 USDC

In USDC, AS and MS still share a secret key A − key.
From A − key, a shared secret data SSD is established
through the SSD update protocol between AS and MS.
The protocol is illustrated in Figure 3a, where R1 and
R2 are random numbers and CAV E(·) is a one-way hash
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Figure 2: DECT authentication protocol

function. After the SSD is generated, the same scenario
as in GSM and DECT is played (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3: (a) SSD update protocol of USDC (b) USDC
authentication protocol

2.4 Generic Challenge-Response Based

Protocol

As we can see from the above described protocols, the crit-
ical component in the challenge-response technique is that
AS generates a challenge for MS and then waits for MS to
send the corresponding response by hashing the challenge
and the secret key shared with AS. Table 1 shows the
summary of the parameters used in the three challenge-
response PCS.

From Table 1, it is easy to find out that the secret
shared keys between AS and MS play the critical role in
the challenge-response protocol. Regardless to the proto-
col GSM, DECT, or USDC, the response key is derived
from the secret shared key. Therefore, all of these conven-
tional challenge-response based protocols must maintain
a database to store the sensitive keys. In the following,
Figure 4, a generic model is presented describing the new
idea, where kMA is the secret shared key between AS and
MS and h(.) is a one way hash function.
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Table 1: The summary of parameters used in the current challenge-response PCS

secret shared key response key challenge response
GSM ki ki RAND SRES = A3(ki||RAND)
DECT K KS = A11(K||RS) RAND F SRES = A12(KS||RAND F )
USDC A − key SSD = CAV E(A − key||R1) RAND AUT = CAV E(SSD||RAND)

BS ASMS

challenge, response1

response2

Database

response1=h( k
MA

||challenge)

challenge

response2=?response1

k
MA

response2=h( k
MA

||challenge)

Figure 4: Generic process of the challenge-response pro-
tocol

3 Self-Concealing Mechanism Ap-

plying In The New Protocol

Based on the generic challenge-response model, the pur-
pose of the new protocol is to discard the database but
allow the server to perform its original function. In the
following, initialization phase, registration phase and au-
thentiation phase are described.

3.1 Initialization Phase

Unavoidably, AS generates the parameters p (a 1024-
bit prime number) and q (a 160-bit prime factor of p-
1), as well as the generator g = h(p−1)/q mod p, where
h ∈ [1, p − 1]. Then AS selects an integer x less than
q as the private key and the corresponding public key
y = gx mod p.

3.2 Registration Phase

Assume a mobile user MS wants to register in AS and
requests specific access rights which are clearly stated in
a warrant W . For instance, AS gives MS the access right
which limits the user to use the network resources only in
some restricted BSs. AS will execute the following steps
to complete the authorization.

Step 1. Generate a random number k.

Step 2. Compute r = gk mod p.

Step 3. Sign W as

s = h(W )x + kr mod q. (1)

Step 4. Compute the secret shared key

kMA = h(k||r||s). (2)

Step 5. Store kMA, W, r and s into a SIM card and send
it to the MS.

MS can assure itself that AS grants him the rights by
checking whether or not

gs = rr · yh(W ) mod p. (3)

3.3 Authentication Phase

When MS roams into a new BS, the parametersW, r and
s must be forwarded to BS for authentication.

Step 1. BS passes the W, r and s to AS.

Step 2. AS derives the parameter k as

k = (s − h(W )x)r−1 mod q.

Step 3. AS computes the kMA as Equation (2), where
kMA = h(k||r||s).

Step 4. AS generates a random challenge and computes
reponse1 = h(kMA||challenge).

Step 5. AS sends the challenge and response1 to BS.

Step 6. BS passes the challenge to MS.

Step 7. MS computes reponse2 = (kMA||challenge)
with the key kMA stored in the SIM card.

Step 8. MS sends the response2 to BS.

Step 9. If the response2 from MS is the same as
response1 received from AS, MS has convinced BS
its authenticity and specific access rights.

Figure 5 illustrates our new protocol.

4 Discussions and Comparisons

The signature (r, s), a type of generalized ElGamal dig-
ital signature [7], is used to guarantee the right W for
the client. Due to the property of the digital signature,
no one can alter the content of W without knowing the
private x of AS. On the other hand, for the server the
signature provides the self-concealing mechanism, which
conceals the secret parameter k in the server’s signature
(r, s) and only the constructor AS can open it. According
to its private key x, AS can derive the secret parameter k
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Figure 5: New authentication protocol

concealed in the signature. The derivation is elaborated
as follows:

s = h(W )x + kr mod q

⇒ kr = s − h(W )x mod q

⇒ k = (s − h(W )x)r−1 mod q.

The parameter k can only be derived by AS because
there is one unknown parameter in one equation. There-
fore, it is hard to derive the parameter k by any outsider
since there are two unknown parameters, k and x, in one
equation.

According to the property of the derivation, all types of
generalized ElGamal digital signatures listed in [7] can be
applied to our scheme. Furthermore, the signature func-
tions such as those described in [15] and [12] can also be
applied in our scheme since they have the same properties.
Thus, the new proposed scheme is much more flexible.

After the parameter k is derived, the authentication
server computes the secret shared key kMA via the com-
bination of the secret parameter k and the signature (r, s).
Since the secret shared key kMA can be derived on-line
via the authentication server, the database used to store
the secret shared keys can be discarded.

In the following, the conventional challenge-response
protocols are compared to our proposed scheme to illus-
trate its superiosity.

4.1 Key Management

In conventional challenge-response authentication proto-
cols, AS has to maintain a large database for the secret
keys of all mobile stations. However, in our new scheme,
the secret shared key kMA can be calculated on-line by
AS and it is unnecessary to maintain a secure database to
store the shared secret kMA for AS. The cost of database
maintenance and the threat of malicious attacks can be
successfully reduced. The new scheme hereby provides a
more efficient key management service than the conven-
tional authentication protocols.

Our scheme employs a public key technique to guaran-
tee the specific rights of MS through the signature (r, s)
generated by AS. However, no public keys of BS and MS
are involved, only the key of AS is necessary. As the
number of AS is much less than that of MS and BS, the
complexity of the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [11] is
dramatically reduced.

Theoretically, the key of AS must be more strictly de-
fined and protected than the key of MS and BS, and
the key application should be long-term instead of be-
ing frequently updated. Stability is essential to the kind
of key management. We designed the signature verifica-
tion computation to be performed only during the regis-
tration phase to assure the rights grant and during the
dispute phase to avoid rights repudiation. Consequently,
the complexity of PKI construction and Certificate Revo-
cation List (CRL) maintenance [11] will be reduced to a
minimum with our new method.

4.2 Security Consideration

Based on the generic model, the major contribution is
the way the secret shared key kMA is protected. Without
knowing kMA, malicious intruders cannot compute the
correct response to pass the authentication process.

At the client end, the kMA is securely stored in the SIM
card of the user. The SIM card is assumed to be a tamper
resistant device. Nobody is able to retrieve any secret
information from the SIM card - even the card owner.

Although anyone knowing the parameter k can com-
pute kMA = h(k||r||s), it is infeasible for any attackers to
compute k because the parameter kis concealed in the sig-
nature (r, s). To solve k from r = gk mod p is difficult due
to the intractability of the discrete logarithm for a large
prime p with the generator g. In addition, without know-
ing AS’s private key x, it is also infeasible for an attacker
to derive k from the equation s = h(W )x + kr mod q.

According to the above analysis, the secret shared key
kMA can be directly computed by AS based on the re-
ceived warrant so that malicious intruders lose their tar-
get to steal the user’s common secret key kMA from AS.
The security property of the underlying signature also
provides a well-defined secure vault to conceal the seed k.
Security is hence improved in the new scheme.

4.3 Computation Load

4.3.1 Mobile Station

In a wireless environment, due to hardware limitations
of portable devices, the mobile station cannot support
computations that require high complicity. However, the
self-concealing mechanism is able to address this issue.

In our scheme, the mobile station guarantees the access
rights authorized by the authentication server by check-
ing Equation (3) which is a time-consuming computation.
However, this action is required only during the registra-
tion phase and the cost can be neglected. The major
concern shifts to the authentication phase where only one
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hash computation is needed to generate the expected re-
sponse in MS. Thus, the computation load of MS will not
affect current systems.

4.3.2 Authentication Server

In order to reduce the computation cost of AS, Equa-
tion (1) can be modified as s = h(W )x + kr−1 mod q.
With this arrangement, the derivation process of the key
k is changed into k = r(s−h(W )x) mod q. Obviously, the
original time-consuming computation r−1 can be elimi-
nated. Readers may refer to [7] for another example of
the efficiency improvement and cost-down approach.

Besides, the computation h(W )x can be pre-computed
before authentication if the warrant W issued from AS
can be classified into several fixed forms in advance.

Actually, only one multiplication and one subtraction
are needed to derive the key k. Besides, two hash com-
putations are needed to compute kMA = h(k||r||s) and
response1 = h(kMA||challenge) in AS. Both of the new
computations are time saving without increasing calcula-
tion load.

In addition, when the user passes the authentication
process, not only his/her legality is certified but also
his/her access rights are approved by AS since the user’s
access rights are clearly specified in the warrant W. The
process of searching for the user’s access rights is there-
fore spared. The retrench of this searching process can
further decrease the computation load for AS.

4.4 Access Rights Management

In the new scheme, the user’s access rights are stated in
the warrant W which has been initially issued to the user.
As stated above (Section 4.3), when passing the entire
authentication process, the user’s access rights are also
approved by AS. It is unnecessary to create a database
to store all users’ access rights and the process of search-
ing for the user’s access rights is, therefore, spared. In
other words, the new scheme can not only ascertain the
user’s legality but can also simultaneously validate the
access rights of the user. Apparently, our scheme pro-
vides a more efficient access rights management than the
conventional challenge-response protocols.

On the other hand, AS has no way to repudiate the
right it granted. The correctness of the equation gs = rr ·
yh(W ) mod p is a non-repudiation token for MS received
from AS. Thus, AS cannot deny the signed warrant W
and the rights of MS are guaranteed.

4.5 Storage Consideration

The new design generates new extra parameters, there-
fore, the storage capacity should be considered in a way
that does not affect currently used systems.

MS must store the parameters p, q, W, r = gk mod p,
s = h(W )x + kr mod q and the secret shared key kMA =
h(k||r||s), where p is a 1024 bits prime number, q is a 160

bits prime factor of p−1, r is a number less than p, s is a
number less than q, and the length of kMA is 128 bits if the
MD5 [16] hash function is used. The length of W can be
assumed to be 1024 bits which is large enough to accom-
modate MS’s specific access rights. Therefore, the total
length of (q, s, p, r, W, kMA) is 160*2+1024*3+128=3520
bits=440 bytes.

Current SIM cards contain an Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) [6], which
contains subscription specific data for the non-volatile
memory. The capacity of EEPROM is 8 k bytes which
is large enough to accommodate the above parameters of
our scheme.

As a result of the previous comparisons, the new
scheme has proven its superiority in key management, se-
curity enhancement and access rights management over
conventional challenge-response protocols. Table 2 gives
a summary of these results.

5 Conclusions

The introduction of the self-concealing mechanism can
spare the requirement of a bulky database for the shared
keys. With the new method, the PCS will benefit from
more efficient key management and access rights manage-
ment as well as less security threats. On the other hand,
this new method does not result in increased computa-
tional loads or impacts on deployed PCS. Therefore, it
has proven to be more efficient and economical in every
aspect.
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